The Lung Cancer Center

We provide multidisciplinary treatment for **optimal survival and quality of life** for patients with all types and stages of lung cancer and mesothelioma.

Recognized as **High Performing for Lung Cancer Surgery**.

What Sets Us Apart

- **High proportion of lung surgeries** performed using thoracoscopic procedures
- **Advanced bronchoscopic procedures** that can diagnose and stage lung cancers at the same time
- **On-site tumor molecular profiling** allows us to personalize treatment to the cancer’s unique genetic characteristics
- **Stereotactic Body Radiation Therapy (SBRT)** delivers precise high-dose radiotherapy in fewer treatment sessions
- **Robust clinical trials program** offering the latest advances in surgical tactics, radiation techniques, novel agents, targeted therapies and immunotherapies.

www.roswellpark.org/partners-in-practice
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High-Risk Patient?

Roswell Park’s Lung Cancer Screening Program seeks to identify early-stage lung lesions and cancer in the high risk population. The program involves a focused medical history, physical examination and a non-contrast Low-Dose CT scan.

WHO SHOULD BE SCREENED?

1. Patients with a history of cancer of the lung, esophagus, head or neck,  
   - OR -
2. Patients with the following three factors:
   • age 55 to 79
   • at least 30 pack/years of smoking
   • actively smoked within the last 15 years

Our screening program diagnoses 70% of cancers at stage 0, I, and II, compared to current trends that detect 70% of lung cancers in advanced stages.

For more information about the LUNG CANCER SCREENING PROGRAM, or to refer a patient, call 716-845-RPMD (716-845-7763)

Lung Nodule Management

Lung nodules require expert surveillance to monitor for increasing size and other features that require further action. Our data indicate this surveillance results in a mean of:

• 5 CT reports per patient
• 1,120 days (>3 years surveillance)

Let Roswell Park manage your patients with lung nodules

Our multidisciplinary team — including experts in interventional pulmonology, diagnostic radiology, pulmonary pathology, nuclear medicine, smoking cessation and medical, surgical and radiation oncology — manages the surveillance to detect malignancies at the earliest stages, while avoiding unnecessary invasive intervention.

“Our approach to early detection is changing the face of lung cancer. Following these guidelines for screening with low-dose CT will mean that the number of people now diagnosed with late-stage cancers will instead be diagnosed with early stage—and highly treatable—disease.”

—Mary Reid, MSPH, PhD
Director of Cancer Screening and Survivorship
Interventional Pulmonary Medicine

Minimally invasive approaches to diagnosis and treatment

Roswell Park's state-of-the-art technologies provide fast, accurate and minimally invasive options for diagnosis, biopsy, staging and treatment for tumors of the lung, trachea, mediastinum and pleural cavity, as well as pleural effusion and airway obstruction. We offer options that result in:

- Less trauma, faster recovery
- Reduced risk of complications
- Immediate opening of mass-obstructed airways
- Treatment options for nonsurgical candidates

More than 90% of interventional pulmonology procedures are performed on an outpatient basis.

Highlights of our capabilities include:

**Endobronchial Ultrasound (EBUS)** to biopsy lymph nodes in the mediastinum via bronchoscope, providing an outstanding view of the sample area and precise navigation around critical structures. We offer both linear and radial EBUS to reach otherwise inaccessible lung areas.

**Electromagnetic Navigational Bronchoscopy** employs a GPS-like system to “drive” to lesions and nodules deep in the lungs for diagnosis or treatment planning, or marking with radiation fiducials or dye to guide future radiation or surgical procedures.

**OUR CAPABILITIES**

- Pulmonary function tests
- Cardiopulmonary exercise stress tests
- Lung cancer screening in high-risk populations
- Low-dose chest CT (LDCT)
- Autofluorescence bronchoscopy
- Flexible fiberoptic bronchoscopy
- Rigid bronchoscopy
- Pleuroscopy
- Endobronchial Ultrasound (EBUS)
- Electromagnetic navigational bronchoscopy
- Endobronchial laser, electrocautery or argon plasma coagulation
- Tracheal and bronchial stent placement
- Endobronchial cryotherapy
- Endobronchial valve placement
- Endobronchial brachytherapy
- Balloon bronchoplasty
- Indwelling pleural catheter
Minimally Invasive Lung Surgery
Surgical advances such as Video-Assisted Thoracoscopic Surgery (VATS) and Robot-Assisted Thoracoscopic Surgery (RATS) have revolutionized lung cancer procedures. Both techniques employ minimally invasive approaches where the surgeon operates through ports, aided by video and/or robotic tools. With the smaller incisions, patients typically heal faster and enjoy these benefits:

- **Shorter hospital stay**, typically three to four days. Fewer patients require nursing services or home health care afterwards.
- **Faster return to normal activities**. Patients have no lifting restrictions and may return to work quickly. Patients feel normal in three to four weeks.
- **Significantly less pain**. Many patients require little or no pain medication post surgery.
- **A safer surgical option**. Especially important for older patients with other health problems who would not be candidates for traditional surgery.

“*We are constantly adopting new technology, such as 3D imaging and energy devices, to enhance our ability to perform procedures minimally invasively, even in patients undergoing redo surgery or after previous chemotherapy and radiation. This allows patients to have multimodality therapy and still have an acceptable quality of life.*”

– Sai Yendamuri, MD, FACS, Chair of Thoracic Surgery

Thoracoscopic approaches
- Video-assisted thoracoscopic surgery (VATS)
- Lobectomy/VATS
- Pneumonectomy/VATS
- Robot-assisted thoracic procedures with the daVinci® Surgical System
- Chest wall resection
- Uniportal wedge resection
- Sleeve resection
- Video-assisted mediastinal lymphadenectomy (VAMLA)
- Transcervical mediastinal lymphadenectomy (TEMLA)

The Patient Navigator
*Your patient’s personal guide for the lung cancer journey*

Our Lung Cancer Team includes a Patient Navigator specifically for lung patients. This person ensures that every new lung patient and their family understands their treatment plan and how they may access Roswell Park’s entire array of care, support and other resources.
SBRT—A New Radiotherapy Tactic

Stereotactic Body Radiation Therapy (SBRT) delivers exceptionally precise, high-dose radiotherapy in three treatment sessions (or fewer). SBRT uses cone-beam CT to pinpoint the tumor and track its movement with respiration. Abdominal compression devices limit movement during radiation delivery.

Our Outcomes with SBRT

This approach is becoming the preferred treatment for early-stage non-small cell lung cancers in patients who cannot tolerate surgery. Compared to traditional radiotherapy approaches, SBRT triples the 5-year survival rate from 10% to 30%. For more than 95% of patients, the tumor never grows back.

Later stage lung cancers

The use of SBRT to treat late stage non-small cell lung cancer is currently being evaluated at Roswell Park. Eligible patients include both non-surgical and surgical candidates, provided the lung surgery was a minimally invasive procedure. Patients undergo TEMLA (or VAMLA at surgeon’s discretion) to remove all mediastinal nodes, followed by one single fraction of SBRT. The one radiation treatment delivers a dose of 30 Gy to the primary tumor and 10 Gy to the mediastinal lymph node beds. Afterward, patients undergo chemotherapy as needed. This approach aims to improve control of these difficult cancers, diminish treatment toxicity and better overall survival.

Photodynamic Therapy (PDT)

Developed at Roswell Park, this targeted anticancer treatment uses a photosensitizing drug, such as Photofrin® that settles in tumor cells and is activated with non-thermal, visible red light, destroying malignant cells, but sparing normal tissue.

Second-generation photosensitizers, such as Photochlor® (HPPH) and others are being evaluated at Roswell Park. These newer drugs pose milder and shorter-lived side effects.

Personalized Medicine at Roswell Park

We test lung cancer tumors using two panels developed at Roswell Park to determine which targeted agents or immunotherapies offer your patient their very best option, based on:

Tumor Genetic Profile. OmniSeq Comprehensive analyzes the tumor to identify genetic alterations that actionable, meaning we offer a drug or anti-cancer agent that targets that specific genetic mutation. This test looks at 144 genes in all. Patients can then be matched with a targeted therapy or a clinical trial that offers a new agent, personalized for their tumor’s genetic profile.

Unique Immune System Features. OmniSeq Immune Analysis examines multiple biomarkers to learn of unique abnormalities of a patient’s immune system and predict which immunotherapies would provoke the best response.

Photodynamic Therapy (PDT)

Developed at Roswell Park, this targeted anticancer treatment uses a photosensitizing drug, such as Photofrin® that settles in tumor cells and is activated with non-thermal, visible red light, destroying malignant cells, but sparing normal tissue.

Second-generation photosensitizers, such as Photochlor® (HPPH) and others are being evaluated at Roswell Park. These newer drugs pose milder and shorter-lived side effects.

Our Thoracic Team Uses PDT For:

- Lung cancer
- Bronchus cancer
- Mesothelioma
- Pleural malignancies
- During thorascoscopic procedures
Clinical Trials—A vital treatment choice

The need for better lung cancer therapies remains urgent, making participation in clinical research studies an important option for many patients. With nearly 20 protocols underway at Roswell Park, lung patients have more options to maximize survival.

Highlights of current investigations include:

- **Agents for cancer prevention** including some aimed at halting the progression of premalignant lesions to cancer.
- **New treatment methods** such as intraoperative photodynamic therapy, stereotactic body radiotherapy, vaccines and other immunotherapies.
- **Novel targeted agents** to personalize medicine for each patient, maximize anticancer effect and quality of life, and minimize side effects.

Some examples include antibody drug conjugates and MEK Inhibitors.

Multiple clinical research studies are available to patients with all stages of lung cancer. Find specific lung protocols: www.RoswellPark.org/clinical-trials or call 716-845-RPMD (716-845-7763)

The CIMAvax Vaccine

Roswell Park is the only center in the nation conducting clinical trials of the CIMAvax EGF® vaccine, a treatment for non-small cell lung cancer developed in Cuba. Learn more at RoswellPark.org/CIMAvax.

Tobacco Treatment Service

Although quitting tobacco can improve treatment response and longevity, quitting can be especially difficult while fighting cancer. Our Tobacco Treatment Service specializes in helping patients quit tobacco use, no matter where they are in their treatment plan. Every Roswell Park patient who uses tobacco is proactively contacted by our certified Tobacco Treatment Specialists. In conjunction with the cancer care team, our specialists will:

- Conduct a thorough tobacco treatment assessment over the telephone
- Develop an individualized tobacco treatment plan
- Provide evidence-based cognitive-behavioral treatment individually, over the telephone, and/or in a group treatment setting
- Coordinate with insurance plans to maximize pharmacotherapy options
We treat the whole patient, not just the cancer.

Most patients and families don’t have the knowledge or time to prepare for the demands of a cancer journey, which may involve a hospital stay or home care needs. While our supportive services are beneficial to many cancer patients, they are often essential for those with lung diagnoses, and include:

- **Nutrition consultation** and services to meet vital nutrient needs, improve tolerance to treatment and promote healing
- **Smoking cessation** program for patients and their families
- **Rehabilitation medicine** to rebuild strength and mobility, decrease effects of treatment and provide pathway to a healthier lifestyle
- **Psychosocial counseling** to combat depression, anxiety and distress
- **Pastoral care** for spiritual understanding and support
- **Healthcare planning** and assistance with completing a healthcare proxy and advance care directives
- **Support groups** for patients and caregivers
- **Legal and financial assistance** to address issues with employment, FMLA, insurance, and disability and social security benefits
- **Practical resources** for transportation, lodging, home care needs and interpreter services

Our new Survivorship & Supportive Care Center brings together many of Roswell Park's clinical and supportive services specifically designed for patients who have completed active treatment.
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Refer a Patient
Call us today to discuss a case, confirm a diagnosis or refer a patient, 716-845-RPMD or 716-845-7763

Elm & Carlton Streets | Buffalo, New York 14263
www.RoswellPark.org
716-845-RPMD (716-845-7763)
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